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Sudan Liberation Movement 

 

Supplementary Report No (5) 

The ongoing genocide in Darfur and the rampant Human Rights violations 
in Sudan. 

 

Preamble  

 

The appendix report No (5) is the latest report in a series of fact- finding reports issued 
by the Sudan Liberation Movement led by Abdul Wahid Mohammed Ahmed Al-Nour 
documenting the latest incidents of the ongoing  genocide  in Darfur as well as  the 
fathomless human rights violations in Sudan . The report however is divided into two 
parts; the first part deals with the names of hundreds of innocent civilians who died in 
recent three months as the result of the consequences of use of chemical weapons by the 
government of Sudan in Jebel Marra in mid January 2016. Meanwhile the other part is a 
reflection of the daily base killings and attacks, kidnappings, rape cases and arbitrary 
arrests as unceasing reality in Darfur in addition to  a very few violations in other parts 
of Sudan as follow:- 

First:  the names of the innocent civilians who died in Jebel Marr since the civil 
administration issued its fourth report hitherto or to be more accurate between 23th of 
November 2016 until 7th of March 2017:- 

 

1- Ahmed Abaker Adam, 60 years old from Nigeit village 
2- Ismail Abdul  Mula Mohammed, 65 years old from Muwa village 
3- Mutasim Omer Koni, 20 years old from Fuju village 
4- Ismail Saleh Abdul Shafi, 25 years old from Kumidige village 
5- Suleiman Adam Rahma Ali, 35 ages old from Kumidige village 
6- Saleh Abdul Khaliq Abdul Khabeer, 52 ages old, from Kumidige village 
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7- Abdul Aziz Adam Bashari, 28 years old from Kumidige village 
8- Mohammed Hasan Abdella Hassan, 38 years old from  Kumidige village 
9- Eisa Adam Atim, 19 ages old from Negel village 
10-  Halima Adam Abdul Shafi, 30 years old  from Joroo village 
11- Khadija Hassan Nour, 35 years old from Torogtoga village 
12-  Rayhana  Omer  Mohammed Khamis, 19 years old from torogtoga village 
13-  Kaltouma Adam Rahma, 32 years old from Torogtoga village  
14-  Khadeeja Adam Bashar, 33 years old from Torogtoga village 
15-  Zeinab Ahmed Saleh, 25 years old from Torogtoga village 
16- Halim Abdul Karim Abdul Shafi, 39 years old from Fatangaa village\ 
17-  Mariam Abaker Ishaq, 29 years old from Fatangaa village 
18-  Fatima Mohammed Ali, 32 years old from Fatangaa village 
19-  Musa Kheir Ismail Adam, 39 years old  from Mitir village 

20-Zakiyya Eltahir Mohamed, 30 years from Fatangaa village 

21-  Fatima Mohammed Ismail, 16 years old from Kumidige village 
22-  Mariam Khamis, 50 years old from Tili village 
23-  Fatima Mohammed Yousif, 24 years old from Orei village 
24- Ibrahim Sirein, 54 years old from Kei;a villagr 
25-  Suleiman Adam Rahma, 38 years old from Juru village 
26- Siddiq Abdul Khalek Abdul Kheir, 42 years old from Juru village 
27-  Khadija Mohamed Nour, 35 years old  from Toro village 

28-Khadeeja Mohammed Abaker Suleiman, 18 years old from Juru village 

29- Halima Abdul Karim Abdul Shafi, 39 years old from Juru Village 

30-Sidda Mohamed Abaker , 30 years old from Tarma village 

31-  Harira Mohammed Ismail, 40 years old from Tarma village 
32-  Adam Issa Yagoub, 46 years old from Kadigo village 
33-  Adam Adam Karama, 50 years old from Kadigo village 
34-  Kaltouma Ahmed Abaker, 40 years old from Dotoko village  
35-  Fatima Adam Abdul Shafi, 24 yers old from Torogtoga village 
36-  Khadeeja Ishaq, 40 years old from Torogtoga village 
37-  Mariam Adam Mohammed Arbab, 11 years old from Torogtoga village 

38-Fatima Abdul Shafi Khamis, 39 years old from Torogtoga village 

39-  Adam Hassan Younis, 50 years old from Torogtoga village 

40-Halima Hassan Younis from Torogtoga village 

41-  Kakiyya Omer Abaker, 30 years old from Torogtoga village 
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42-Abdul Shafi Abdella, 45 years old from Kurlagbanj village 
43-  Shadiya Adam 35 years old from Kurlagbanj village 

44-Abdalla Omer Hassan Guma, 9 years old from Kumidige village 

45-  Halima Musa Mohammed Adam, 6 months old, from Jarou village 

46-Aisha Abdalla Ahmed, 10 months old from Jarou village 

47-  Safeina Abdul Shafi Sufyan, 3 years old from Jarou village 

48-Ishaq Adam Adam Abdul Khalek , 5 years old from Jarou village 

      49-Makarim Musa Abdul Jabbar, 6 months old from Kabju village 

       50-Zumra Mohammed Abdul Jabbar, 2 years old from Kabju village 

        51-Abdalla Mubarak adam 12 months old from Kabju village 

        52- Zeinab Abaker, 8 years old from Kabju village 

        53- Fatima Dawoud Mohammed, 56 years old from Kabju village 

        54- Sharif Yagoub Mohamedain, 11 months old from Kabju village 

        55- Fatima Abdella Ishaq, 65 years old from Tora village 

        56- Hawa Abdul Shafi Mohamed, 51 years old from Tora village  

        57- Mariam Mohammed Suleiman, 40 years old from Tora village 

        58- Saeida Ahmed Kod, 78 years old from Fatagaa village 

        59- Abdul Hakim Mohammed Abdul Shafi, 42 years old from Fatagaa village 

        60-Zeinab Hassan Abdul Jabbar, 2 ages old from Fattagaa village 

        61- Mariam Hassan Abdul Majeed, 3 ages old from Fattagaa village 

        62- Mohammed Yahya Abdul Shafi, 30 years old from Fattagaa village 

        63- Mohamed Adam Mohamed Arbab, 2 years old from Samanga village 

        64-Al rabie Adam Abdul Jalil, 5 years old from Samanga village 

        65- Fatima Atim Mohammed, 4 years old from Samanga village 

        66-Mohammed Abedin Mohammed, 9 months old from Samanga village 

        67-Adam El gasim Taha, 7 months old from Samanga village 
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        68-Halima Haroun, 5 months old from Samanga village 

        69-Mohammed Adam Fadul, 9 months old from Faldi village  

        70- Adam Abdul Bari Adam, from Faldi village 

        71- Suleiman Mohammed Osman Nour, 5 months old from Faldi village 

72-  Khadeeja  Toor Ishaq, 84 years old from Faldi village 

73. Ibrahim Younis Adam, 2 years old from Duugo village 

       74--Harun Abdella Saleh, 3 years old from Duugo village  

       75-Abdul Jabbar Abdul Shafi, 73 years old from Keirnga village 

       76- Khadija Saad Mohammed Adam, 61 years old from Keirnga village 

        77-Hussein Adam Mohammed, 40 years from Tarrgu village 

        78-Hassan Adam Mohammed, 13 years old from Tarrgu village 

         79-Zeinab Zakaria Abdul Shafi, 3 years old from Anna village 

         80-Aisha Abaker Adam, 6 months old from Kinsei village  

         81- Hassam Abaker Mohammed, 8 months old from Kinsei village 

         82-Mohammed Abaker Mohammed Eisa, 5 years old from Kabara village 

         83-Abdul razig Suleiman Abaker, 32 years old from Toor Nafigi village 

         84-Mohammed Abdalla Suleiman, 45 year old from Toor Nafigi village 

         85- Bakhita Mohammed Suleiman, 28 years old from Jawa village 

         86-Yousif Mohammed Ahmed, 50 years old from Diri village 

         87-Abdul rahman Abdella Mohammed, 57 years old from Diri village 

         88-Hawa Ali Abdul Jalil, 16 months old from Numg Filfil village 

         89-Abdul Monim Ismail Rahma, 24 years old from Dalda village 

         90-Khamis Ismail Abdul Karim, 35 years old from Dalda village 

          91-Ishaq Saeid Adam, 3 years old from Dalda village 

          92-Fardous Mahieldin Adam 21 years old from Kama village 
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          93- Maruwa Mohammed Hussein, 2 years old from Dalda village 

          94- Maysar Yasin Abdella, 3 years old from Duu village 

          95- Khadija Abdalla Mohammed, 37 years old from Sira village 

          96- Halima Musa Suleiman, 28 years old from Sira village 

        97- Al wali  Siddiq Yousif, 21 months old from Duu village 

        98- Fawzi Abdul hadi Mohammed, 15 months old from Duu village 

        99- Abdul Nasir Jibril Saleh, 13 months old from Awra village 

       100- Khadeeja Shatta Balour, 55 years old from Kanga village 

       101- Abdul rahman Ishaq Abdul rahman, 12 months old from Jawa village 

       102- Abaker Musa Ali, 22 years old from Wala village 

       103- Farida Abaker Yahya, 25 years old from wala village 

       104- Ahmed Ismail Ali, 12 years old from Amu village 

       105- Idriss  Yahia Adam, 9 years old from Amu village 

       106- Fatima Abdalla Younis, 7 years old from Amu village  

       107- Al nazeer Adam Yahia, 6 years old from Amu village 

       108- Abdella Ibrahim Atim, 4 years old from Amu village 

       109- Fathia Noureldin Adam, 30 years old from Amu village 

       110- Rawda Mohammed Adam, 3 years old from Amu village 

       111- Bakur  Nour Ibrahim, 40 years old from Amu village 

       112- Juwayria Ibrahim Musa, 5 years old from Arguni village 

       113- Yahia Abdalla Ishaq, 33 years old from Arguni village 

       114- Fakka Ishaq Yahia, 12 months old from Arguni village 

       115- Ishaq Alhaj Idriss, 13 years old from Turog Tawra village 

       116- Issa Ahmed Abdella, 15 years old from Daya Alhilla village 

       117- Altaj Alfakka Ahmed, 20 years old from Daya Alhilla village  
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       118- Ishaq Ibrahim Abaker, 6 years old from Daya Alhilla village 

       119- Adam Faki Eisa, 17 years old from Daya Alhilla village 

       12o- Halima Bakur Younis, 25 years old from Daya Alhilla village 

       121- Tajeldin Harun Siraj, 31 years old from Keya village 

       122- Abdul shakour Mohammed Yahia, 7 years old from Keya village 

       123- Radiya Abdalla Mohammed, 12 years old from Keya village 

       124- Tairab Adam Guma, 9 months old from Fori Dibi village 

       125- Taha Idriss Guma, 3 years old from Lobaga village 

       126- Ibrahim Issa Osman, 21 years old from Lobaga village  

       127- Hawa Abdalla Mohammed, 8 years old from Lobaga village 

       128- Ahmed Yahia Hassan, 19 years old from Buri village 

       129- Atim Nour Ishaq, 9 years old from Buri village 

       130- Mariam Musa Tibin, 30 years old from Buri village  

       131- Naira Ali adam, 3 years old from Buri village 

       132- Tia Idriss Mukhtar, 12 years old from Buri village 

       133- Issa Haroun Mohammed, 7 years old from Buri village 

       134- Jamila Abdalla Ahmed, 19 years old from Dingir Jabi village 

       135- Hawa Ishaq Omer, 1 year old from Dingir Jabi village 

       136- Aisha Tibin Abdalla, 23 years old from Fadul Mindi village 

       137- Ibrahim Alfaki Ibrahim, 18 months old from Mohamed din village 

       138- Tuo Ali Adam, 2 years old from Mohamed din village 

       139- Amuna Yahia Ali, 13 years old from Mohammed din village 

       140- Mariam Tajeldin Omer, 9 years old from Mirei village 

       141- Rawda Abdul Karim Eisa, 22 years old from Mirei village 

       142- Umran Abdella Tibin, 3 years old from Mirei village 
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       143- Barso Ahmed Ibrahim, 11 years old from Solo village 

       144- Saeida Ahmed Ibrahim, 9 years old from Solo village 

       145- Abaker Mohammed Adam, 3 years old from Solo village 

       146- Fawziya Abdalla Musa, 33 years old from Solo village 

       147- Luqman Ali Ahmed, 12 years old from Fatta Kirnya village 

       148- Abdul rahman Ahmed Issa, 35 years old from Lugi village  

       149- Zanuba Bakur Issa, 3 years old from Lugi village 

       150- Taja Suleiman Harun, 21 years old from Lugi village 

       151- Alteib Haroun Eisa, 6 years old from Katuro village 

       152- Ahmed Seifeldin Adam, 4 years old from Katuro village 

       153- Sitta Musa Mohammed, 17 years old from Katuro village 

       154- Fawziya Mohammed Adam, 21 years old from Katuro village 

       155- Dardog Adam Haroun, 14 years old from Katuro village 

       156- Mohammed Haroun Adam, 5 years old from Ujei village 

       157- Issa Adam Abdul Haq, 9 years old from Ujei village 

       158- Itti Abdalla Suleiman, 21 years old from Ujei village 

       159- Ibrahim Yahya Mohamed, 13 years old from Tayro village 

       160- Issa Taha Ahmed, 9 years old from Dawon village 

       161- Alteib Adam Adam, 29 years old from Dawon village 

       162- Adam Ibrahim Musa, 13 years old from Kumi village 

       163- Saeida Abdella Ibrahim, 7 years old from Kumi village 

       164- Altahir Idriss Hassan, 5 years old from Kumi village 

       165- Sultan Ahmed Atim, 10 years old from Kumi village  

       166- Atiya Saeid Abdalla, 13 years old from Bugu village 

       167- Ibrahim Adam Ishaq, 17 years old from Otono village 
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       168- Sadiya Musa Mohamed, 8 years old from Otono village 

       169- Altahir Mohamed Yahya, 23 years old from Fogakarig village 

       170- Idriss Harun Fadul, 26 years old from Fogakarig village 

       171- Fakka Ahmed Eisa , 5 years old from Fogakarig village 

       172- Taja Ahmed Osman , 3 years old from Kir Utog village 

       173- Sumayya Idriss Ahmed, 9 years old from Kir Utog village 

       174- Aisha Ibrahim Juma, 21 years old from Kindo village 

       175- Ishaq Mohammed Ishaq, 12 years old from Kindo village 

       176- Adam Mohammed Abdella, 6 years old from Nimakarig village 

       177- Samiya Abdalla Musa, 3 years old from Nimakarig village 

        178- Yahia Mohammed Adam, 24 years old from Dumo village 

       179- Sundog Kawe Ahmed Abdella, 9 years old from Dumi village 

       180- Fing Kawe Ahmed Abdalla, 5 years old from Dumi village 

       181- Tawila Musa Saleh, 16 years old from Dalu village 

       182- Halima Ibrahim Taha, 27 years old from Dalu village 

       183- Buthayna Jamal Eldin Ahmed, 23 years old from Dalu village 

       184- Fawziya Ibrahim Ahmed 11 months old from Dalu village 

       185- Ahmed Abdalla Ali, 79 years old from Saama village 

       186- Juwayria Musa Saleh, 2 years old from Saama village 

       187- Fath Elrahman Abdullatif Mohammed, 7 years old from Murug roo village 

       188- Zakiya Ibrahim Ahmed 31 years old from Hillat Fartok village 

       189- Mariam Ali Ahmed, 14 years old from Roo Koril village 

       190- Izzeldin Imam, 3 years old from Murug roo village 

       191- Makarim Juma Yousif, 22 years old from Saama village 

       192- Alnazeer Juma Yousif, 26 years old from Saama village 
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       193- Mu’awiya Ismail, 67 years old from Saama village 

       194- Sara Abdul khafaar Juma, 5 years old from Sabon Alfaqor village 

       195- Mudather Abdul khafaar Juma, 5 years old from Sabon Alfaqor village 

       196- Mohammed Mohamed Atim, 89 years old from Sabon Alfaqor village 

       197- Jar elnabi Mohamed Ahmed, 67 years old from Sabon Alfaqor village 

       I98- Sit Al jeil Adam Hamid, 2 years old from Sabon Alfaqor village  

       199- Um Alkheir Jamal Abdul shakour, 46 years old from Gurlagbanj Village 

       200- Abdul Khaliq Juma Hassan, 9 years old from Kora village 

       201- Arafa Juma Hassan, 9 years old from Kora village 

       202- Abdul Haq Mohamed Ahmed, 86 years old from Saama village 

       203- Zahra Issa, 1 year old from Saama village 

Note: the above mentioned names include only some civilians who died in Jebel Marra 
as the death toll among those displaced from Jebel Marra to government-controlled 
areas is much higher.  

Second: - Incidents of Killings, Rapes, Kidnappings, arbitrary arrests and pillaging in 
Darfur and some Human Rights violations in Sudan: 

- Between 17th of November 2106 – 9th of March 2017, Khartoum’s Janjaweed 
and Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias created havoc  in some villages and 
imposed total blockade on several IDPs camps, especially in and around Wadi 
Saleh region of western Darfur in order to dismantle  IDPs camps as  a result 
many civilians lost their lives and some of them sustained injuries however; 
the civil administration could not obtain the exact numbers of those who died 
or injured but the following are some of the names:- 
 
1- Adam Issa Ahmed Mohamed, 35 years from Barnbu village  (Killed) 
2- Younis Yagoub Abdella, 55 years old from Jido villafe ( killed) 
3- Yagoub Hussein Abaker, 27 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp  (killed) 
4- Naheed Adam Hussein Abdul , 18 years old Mukjar IDPs camp  (killed) 
5-  Kaltouma Suleiman Ali, 37 years old Mukjar IDDs camp ( killed ) 
6-  Adam Adam Arbab, 79 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp ( killed ) 
7-  Khamis Abdalla Mohammed, from Mukjar IDPs camp( killed ) 
8- Abaker Mohammed Adam, 60 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp (killed) 
9- Ibrahim Adam Bahr, 45 years old from Mindo village ( killed ) 
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10-  Abass Adam Abdul Karim, 39 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp ( killed) 
11- Mariam Yousif  Abdul Karim, 13 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp (killed) 
12-   Abdul Jabbar Ismail Adam, 27 years old from Barmbou village( injured) 
13-  Yousif Abdalla Bakhit, from Direij IDPs camp ( injured) 
14-  Habib Mohammed Eisa, from Katakalei village ( injured) 
15-  Yousif  Abdella Issa, from Garsila IDPs camp ( injured) 
16-  Abdul razig Adam Musa Bishara, 19 years from Jidou village ( injured) 
17-  Noureldaim Abdul razig Abdalla, 20 years old from Jidou village ( 

injured) 
18-  Abdul rahman Hassan Abdul rahman, 43 years old from Bindsi IDPs 

camp ( injured) 
19-  Adam Musa Yahia, 70 years old from Mukjar town ( injured)  

20-YasirAhmed Eisa, 40 years old from Artala IDPs camp (injured) 

21-Abaker Ishaq Ibrahim, 50 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

22- Hassan Adam Mohammed, from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

23- Ali Yagoub Ismail, 33 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

24- Eisa Hassan Bahr, 46 years old from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

25- Abdul rahman Ahmed Adam, from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

26- Aisha Zakaria Abdul Karim, from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

       27-Aisha Adam Abdalla, from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 
       28-Musa Adam Abaker, from Nukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

                   29-Mohammed Adam Abdalla, 16 years old (injured) 

                   30-Isam Abdul Karim Abdella, from Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

                   31-Abdalla Abdul Jabbar Abdul shafi, From Mukjar IDPs camp (injured) 

                   32- Ali Abdalla Alnour, From Mukjar IDPs camp (fatally injured) 

                   33-Nasir Adam Ahmed, 11 years old from Mundu village (injured) 

                   34-Abubakr Abaker Ali, 32 years old from Mundu village (injured) 

                   35-Nusra Adam Mohammed 28 years old from Mundu village (injured) 

                   36- Hawa Dawoud Adam, 29 years old from Mundu village (injured) 

                   37-Ahmed Adam Ahmed, 30 years old from Mundu village (injured) 
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                   38-Mohammed Suleiman Abaker, 63 years old from Mundu village (injured) 

                   39-Mohammed Abdul shafi Mohammed, from Mundu village (injured) 

                   40-Mariam Juma Yagoub, from Garsila IDPs camp (injured)  

                   41-Mariam Abaker Ibrahim, 20 years old from Garsila IDPs camp (injured) 

                   42-Ahmed Ishaq Musa, 23 years old from Bata village (injured) 

- On 15th of November 2017, Sudan’s Security agents arrested Darfuri students 
from Omdurman Islamic University, the detainees were charged with creating 
chaos and disturbing public order , the names of the students are:- 
 
1- Eisam eldin Yousif Adam Ahmed, Faculty of Education, second year 
2- Al tijani, Faculty of Education second year 
3- Abdul Jabbar Abdella Noureldin, Faculty of Dawa, second year 
4- Alteib Sheikh eldin Abdalla, Faculty of Islamic sciences, fourth year 
5- Al rasheed Younis Abdalla, Faculty of Education, second year 
6- Mohammed Gamar Al Anbya 
7- Mohammed Kamal 
8- Omer Ismail  
9- El-abbas 
10- Abdella Adam Hussein , Faculty of Islamic Sciences 
11- Hamza Mahmoud 

 
- On 16th of November 2016, Khartoum’s  -supported Rapid Support Forces 

(RSF) militias driving in 6 land cruisers and others on camels and horses 
back, attacked  civilians from Nerteti town of central Darfur, in which 9 
civilians were kidnapped including minors, one  killed and another civilian 
sustained serious injuries , the civilians were cultivating their farms when the 
offenders attacked them their names are:- 
 
1-   Mohammed Hamid, 36 years old ( killed) 
2-  Abdul Jabbar Hamid, 33 years old ( fatally injured) 
3- Adam Abdul Mula, 11 years old ( abducted) 
4- Mohammed Abdalla Mohammed, 13 years old ( abducted) 
5- Saleh Abdul qadir 38 years old ( kidnapped) 
6- Mohammed Omar Abdella, 32 years old( kidnapped) 
7- Omer Hamid Hassan ( abducted) 
8- Mohamed Ibrahim Abdalla ( kidnapped) 
9- Yousif Adam ( kidnapped) 
10-  Abdul razig Dawoud Mohammed, 47 years old ( abducted) 
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11-  Nabil Harun Abdul shafi ( kidnapped) 
 

- On 16th of November 2016, elements of Sudan’s National Intelligence and 
Security Services ( NISS) arrested an IDP from Al-Hamidiyya  IDPs camp  in 
Zalingei the capital of central Darfur, the detained IDP was standing  in front 
of his house when he was arrested and taken to unknown destination his 
name is :- 
 
1- Abdella Ishaq Abdul Bakhit, 24 years old 

 
- On 17th of November 2016, members of Sudan’s  security apparatus arrested 

in Khartoum  a member of Sudanese Doctors’ Central Committee and was 
taken to unknown location her name is:- 
 
1- Dr. Sara Faisal   

 
- On 17th of November 2016, a group of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militiamen 

driving land cruisers and others on camels and horses back attacked Deimoysi 
area of Gireida locality in South Darfur, the carnage let to the killing of  eight 
civilians, five others wounded, while numbers of unidentified people went 
missing the names of the victims are :- 
 
1- Abdella Mohammed Hamad, 24 years old (killed0 
2- Hamad Yagoub Hari, 45 years old (killed) 
3- Mua’az Mohammed Adam (killed) 
4- Younis  Abdella Younis (killed) 
5- Amir Ibrahim Abdul seed, 53 years old (killed) 
6- Khadeeja Juma Hari, 38 years old (killed) 
7- Abaker Ismail (killed) 
8- Jidou Shiqa f(killed) 
9- Ibrahim Mohammed( injured) 
10- Yahia Yagoub Ibrahim, 47 years old( injured) 
11- Abdalla Saleh Abdalla ( injured) 
12- Yahya Hamad Ibrahim( injured) 
13- Mustafa Hamza Idriss, 29 years old (seriously injured) 

  
- On19th of November 2016, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and 

Security Services (NISS) arrested in Khartoum two doctors who are members 
of  the Sudanese Doctors’ Central Committee (SDCC) , the detainees were 
accused of organizing Doctors’ strike which took place on mid November 
2016, the names of the arrested doctors are :- 
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1- Dr. Ayoub Hassanein 
2- Dr. Shakir Zain 

 
- On 17th of November 2016, elements of Sudan’s National Intelligence and 

Security Services (NISS) arrested in Khartoum’s airport road 17 peaceful 
protesters, including 11 women who protested against regime-imposed 
economic measures, the protesters were charged with creating chaos and 
disturbing public order, the Civil Administration could not obtain the names 
of the detained women. 
 

- On 21st of November 2016, members of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militants 
slain one livestock trader while another sustained serious bullet injuries , the 
two traders were en route to El Fashir from Dirbat market of East Jebel Marra 
when the culprits attempted to rob their cows, the  names of the victims  are :-  

 
1- Ali Hamid Shogar, 56 years old ( killed on the spot) 
2- Adam Ismail, 47 years old ( badly injured) 

  
- On 21st of November 2016, agents of Sudan’s security apparatus detained 

three teachers from Sudan’s Federal Teachers’ Committee( SFTC) in 
Khartoum, their detention came in order to suppress any move or strike 
teachers might take regarding their complaints to improve the working 
environment in the Sudanese schools, the names of the detained teachers 
are:- 
 
1- Tariq Mamoun 
2- Hamid Bolad 
3- Ammar Yousif   

 
- On  22ed of November 2016, officers from Sudanese National Intelligence and 

Security Services (NISS) tortured to death  a refuge from Darfur, detained at 
Khartoum airport upon his arrival from state of Israel , the deceased was held 
for interrogation then tortured until he made his fate, his name is :- 
 
1- Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed, 32 years old  

 
- On 23th of November 2016, two armed Janjaweed militiamen severely 

injured an IDP from Nerteti north IDPs camp, the marauders robbed money, 
cell phone and donkey from the victim his name is :- 
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1- Mohammed Adam Ahmed, 53 years old 
 

- On 23th  November 2016, elements of Khartoum’s backed militiamen on 
uniform abducted a displaced farmer from Sortony IDPs camp in Kabkabiyya 
of north Darfur, the farmer was tilling his farm when the militias kidnapped 
him to unknown location at gun pointhis name is :- 
 
1- Abdul Jabbar Adam Imam, 43 years old  

 
- On 23th of November 2016, members of the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) 

militants riding two motorbikes hijacked a vehicle on its way from Kabkabiyya 
to Mulagat in north Darfur, the vehicle was carrying school materials, the 
carjackers demanded a ransom money of 150,000 SDG ( 23, 150  $ ) in order 
to release the vehicle and the school materials’ 
 

- On 23th of November 2016, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) 
militiamen driving 15 land cruisers and others riding horses and on camels 
back raided villages of Tori, Gori, Hilla Jadida and Um shijeira to the north of 
Deisa in Kutum locality of north Darfur, in which hundreds head of livestock, 
properties and shops were looted,as residents of these villages fled to safety 
due to heavy gun fire . 

 
- On 23th of November 2016, armed Janjaweed militiamen opened fire on two 

IDPs from Amira camp of Kabkabiyya in north Darfur,  the attackers killed 
one displaced person on the spot while another died later after he succumbed 
to his bullets wounds, the names of the victims are :- 

 
1- Yousif Mohammed Saleh, 66 years old 
2- Mutawakil Ibrahim nickname “ Jeish”, 62 years old  

 
- On 23th of November 2016, armed militia herders shot dead an IDP and 

seriously wounded his wife in Buroga area  in South Kass town of south 
Darfur, the victims were cultivating their farm when they were attacked their 
names are :- 
 
1- Abdul Mula Mohammed Ibrahim 
2- Hawa Tibin Ali ( critically injured) 

 
- On 23th of November 2016, armed Janjaweed militiamen murdered a woman 

farmer in her farm in south Nyala town the capital of south Darfur state, when 
she struggled to save her daughter from being raped by the militias, the civil 
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administration could not obtain the name of the victim until releasing this 
report.  
 

- On 23th of November 2016, elements of Sudan’s National Intelligence and 
Security Services (NISS) arrested in Khartoum north a  leading members of 
the National Consensus Forces (NCF) among them :- 

 
1- Siddiq Yousif 
2- Tariq abdul Majid  
3- Munzir Abu Al ma’ali 
4- Mohammed Diaeldin 

 
- On 24th of November 2016, militants of the Janjaweed slain a displaced basic 

school pupil from Ardamata IDPs camp in kireinik locality of western Darfur. 
The murdered schoolboy was accompanying his two brothers to Azirni in 
order to till their farm when the militiamen opened fire on them and killed 
him on the spot while his two brothers narrowly missed death by inches, the 
name of the victim is :- 
 
1- Mohammed Abdella Saad Allah  

 
- On 24th of November 2016, Five Janjaweed militiamen mounting camels 

raped four women in Kori Faal area of Nerteti locality in central Darfur, the 
rapees were returning from shopping in Nerteti with a group of women, when 
the perpetrators seized and raped them at gunpoint, their names are:- 
 
1- H.A.M, 35 years old 
2- F.O.Y, 38 years old 
3- K.I.A, 42 years old 
4- M.A.A  

Note: For the purposes of abiding by the local community’s rule and to avoid exposing 
the victims therefore the names of the rapees are written in the report with initials; 
while the Civil Administration of Sudan Liberation Movement keeps in its records and 
files the real names of the victims for future reference. 

- On 24th of November 2016,  a members of Janjaweed militiamen raped minor 
school girl in Tonj area  of Kass locality in South Darfur state, the name of the 
victim is :- 
 
1- M.H.R, 14 years old  
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- On 24th of November 2016,  Five gunmen driving a land cruiser without plates 
Kidnapped three UNAMID  staff in Nyala the capital of South Darfur state, 
the abduction took place while the staff were on their way to the mission’s 
headquarters , the kidnappers intercepted the vehicle and fled a way with 
three staff members.  
 

- On 24th of November 2016,  members of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias 
beat to death an IDP from Nerteti  north camp of central Darfur, attackers 
robbed a donkey, money and mobile phone from their victim before  seriously 
beating him his name is :- 

 
1- Mohammed Adam Ahmed 

 
- On 27th of November 2016, members of Sudan’s security apparatus arrested 

two members of the Sudanese Congress Party ( SCP) including a woman the 
names of the detained members are:- 
 
1- Jalal Mustafa 
2- Saeida Sharif 

 
- On a group of gunmen abducted two foreign employees of the UN High 

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and their Sudanese driver in El 
Geneina the capital of west Darfur state, the UN staff and their local driver 
were kidnapped in the downtown of El Geneina. 
 

- On 28th of November 2016, two armed Janjaweed militias shot dead a farmer 
in Tamra area, west of Khazan Tunjur in north Darfur, the farmer was 
cultivating his farm when the militiamen opened fire and killed him on the 
spot his name is :-   

 
1- Adam Bakhit Yahia, 39 years old 

 
- On 29th of November 2016, armed Janjaweed militiamen murdered a 

displaced farmer from Shadad IDPs camp of Shangil Tobaya  in North Darfur, 
when the militiamen entered their livestock into the farm of the slain farmer, 
the victim tried to chase them a way then he was killed, his name is :- 
 
1- Ibrahim Hamid, 51 years old 

 
- On 29th of November 2016, heavily armed Janjaweed militias injured seven 

women farmers, two of them sustained fatal bullets injuries in the area of Abu 
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Zireiga , southwest of El Fashir in north Darfur, the militiamen were grazing 
their livestock inside the farms, when the women tried to chase them they 
were shot, the Civil Administration could not obtain the names of the victims 
by the time of writing this report. 
  

- On 30th of November 2016,  a group of Khartoum’s  Janjaweed militias 
wearing uniform using four vehicles mounted with Doshka machineguns, 
raped a woman in the area of Arasho  located to the north of Shangil Tobaya 
in Tawila locality of north Darfur, the militiamen released their flocks of 
camels and cows into the farms by force of arms, when the woman tried to 
chase them a way she was gang-raped, her name is:- 

 
1- N.E.H, 41 years old  

 
- On 30th of November 2016, Khartoum’s Rapid Support Forces (RSF) 

paratroops militias driving a land cruiser kidnapped a shop owner in the 
downtown of Nyala –south market of South Darfur, the name of abducted 
shop keeper is:- 
 
1- Ahmed Adam  

 
- On 30th of November 2016, elements of Khartoum’s Janjaweed paratroops 

militias riding camels opened fire on farmers in Manora area , to the south of 
Gireida in South Darfur, the attackers killed one farmer on the spot and 
critically injured two others , the victims were on their way to Gireida when 
the militiamen opened fire on them, their names are:- 
 
1- Mohammed Osman Bura( killed 
2- Shummo Jamal Shummo ( badly injured) 
3- Jamal Adam Ahmed (wounded) 

 
- On 1st of December 2016, Janjaweed militiamen on Camels back attacked  a 

resident and his wife in Malgo area to the west of Nerteti town in central 
Darfur state, the couple were working in their farm when they were attacked, 
the perpetrators caused serious injuries to the victims, their names are:- 
 
1- Al daei  Abdalla, 43 years old 
2- Aisha Abdalla Hassan, 32 years old ( critically injured) 

   
- On 1st of December 2016,  students of the ruling National Congress 

Party(NCP) aided by some members of Sudan’s security apparatus attacked 
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with Iron bars and live ammunition their fellow students from Darfur 
students’ association at the Holy Qu’ran University in Khartoum, in which 
eight students were injured and three others arrested, some of  the names of 
the injured and arrested students are:-  
 
1- Adam Mohammed Adam 
2- Adam Abdul rahman 
3- Hussein Mohammed Hussein 
4- Nasser Ishaq Hussein 
5- Awad Babikir 
6- Adam Suleiman 
7- Mohammed Adam 
8- Omar Adam Ismail 

 
- On 2ed of December 2016, two Janjaweed militiamen killed a resident in the 

north district of Kabkabiyya of north Darfur, the deceased was sitting in front 
of his house when the armed men opened fire and killed him on the spot, his 
name is :- 
 
1- Mohammed Ismail Dawoud, 38 years old  

 
- On 2ed of December 2016, members of Sudan’s Security agents arrested 

student from Um Direisaya village of  Tawila locality in north Darfur , the 
security agents came to Tawila from El Fashir driving in a land cruiser and 
seized the student and on 4th of December the detainee student was 
transferred to Khartoum and his whereabouts remain unknown his name is:- 
 
1- Abdul Hamid Abdalla Abdul Karim , 27 years old, graduate of Omdurman 

Islamic University 
 

- On 2ed of December 2016, a large group of Khartoum’s paramilitary 
Janjaweed militias surrounded Shadad IDPs camp in Shangil Tobaya locality 
of North Darfur, they accused the camp residents of being involved with rebel 
movements in Darfur, they attacked and abused the IDPs, and the UNAMID 
authorities stationed at the area did nothing to lift the seizer of the camp. 
 

- On 3th of December 2016, a members of Janjaweed paramilitary forces 
driving 2 land cruisers mounted with doshka machineguns and others on 
camels back, injured 3 resident from Katur village of Tawila locality in North 
Darfur, the culprits accused the villagers of stealing their livestock to make an 
excuse to attack the victims their names are :- 
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1- Adam Mohammed Yousif, 33 years old 
2- Eldin Harun, 19 years old 
3- Adam Bakhit Ibrahim 

 
- On 6th of December 2016, a group of  Janjaweed militiamen driving  a vehicle 

without license plates kidnapped a merchant in Nyala the capital of South 
Darfur state, the trader was en route to his home in Congo neighborhood 
when he was intercepted and kidnapped by the gunmen, the name of the 
abducted trader is:- 
 
1- Al saddiq Hamdoun 

 
- On 6th of December 2016, Khartoum’s armed forces killed a child in Sortony 

IDPs camp of North Darfur, when they opened heavy fire towards the camp , 
the regime forces and its paratroops militias often shoot at the camp in order 
to scare the IDPs and eventually dismantle the camp, the name of the killed 
minor is:-  
 
1- Imam Gamar Mohammed, 3 years old 

  
- On 6th of December 2016, a group of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias 

using 8 land cruisers and others on camels and horses back raided Barkindi 
village in Dobo Al omda area in Eastern Jebel Marra, the marauders killed 
three civilians including a minor, injured 9 others  and looted livestock and 
properties of the civilians, the names of the victims are:-   
 
1- Abdullatif Yahia Haroun, 8 years old 
2- Kaltouma Ibrahim Yahya, 35 years old 
3- Mohammed Juma Adam, 45 years old 
4- Idriss Saadelnour, 46 years old (injured) 
5- Fatima Saadelnour, 49 years old ( seriously injured) 

 
- On 7th of December 2016, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security 

Services (NISS) arrested a renowned Human Rights activist and engineering 
professor at the University of Khartoum and his driver, the famous Human 
Rights defender was the winner of the inaugural 2005 Front line Defenders 
Award for Human Rights defenders. He is the founder and former 
chairperson of Sudan Social Development Organization(SUDO)he was 
detained several times during 2003-205, as well as in 2010, the reason for his 
arrest remain unknown. 
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1- Dr. Mudawi Ibrahim Adam 
2- Adam El sheikh Mukhtar ( driver) 

 
- On 7th of December 2016, elements of Khartoum’s Rapid Support Forces 

(RSF) militias driving a land cruiser intercepted two commercial vehicles en 
route to Abdel shakour from Mulagat, to the North of Kutum locality of North 
Darfur, the bandits looted goods, money and personal possessions from the 
passengers.  
 

- On 8th of December 2016, two armed Janjaweed militiamen shot dead a 
displaced woman, while his husband sustained mortal bullets wounds from 
Mornei IDPs camp of western Darfur state, the displaced couple were on their 
way home from farming when they were attacked, their names are:- 
 
1- Aziza Mohammed Yousif (killed) 
2- Abdella Adam ( seriously injured 

 
- On 8th of December 2016, a group of armed Janjaweed militias driving a land 

cruiser with Doshka machine gun mounted on top and others using 
motorcycles abducted a minor from Kabkabiyya town of North Darfur, the 
boy was en route to their home when he was kidnapped, his name is:-  
 
1`- Ahmed Adam Abdella, 11 years old  
 

- On 8th of December 2016, Four gunmen militias raided the home of an IDP in 
El matar IDPs camp of Kabkabiyya in North Darfur state , the attackers killed 
a woman and critically injured the husband, who was taken to Kabkabiyya 
hospital for treatment, the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- Hawa Mohammed Adam, 27 years old 
2- Hassan Ahmed Adam, 40 years old (badly injured)  

 
- On 8th of December 2016, a large numbers of Janjaweed paramilitary troops 

riding motorbikes and others on camels and horses back attacked and burned 
to ashes the village of Tamar Bol Jimeil of Abata locality in central Darfur 
state, during this raid the marauders injured six villagers, looted 
merchandised goods and properties before setting fire to the village, the name 
of the injured villagers are:- 
 
1- Abbas Adam Mohammed 
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2- Ibrahim Kujok 
3- Abdul razig Yagoub 
4- Adam Abdul Nasser 
5- Halima Khatir 
6- Hawa Zakaria 

 
- On 9th of December 2016, a members of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias 

opened fire on commercial lorry carrying passengers with their goods en route 
to Saraf Omra from Zalingei the capital of central Darfur state, the offenders 
injured 4 passengers during the attack, their names are:- 
 
1- Anwar Abdul karim, 31 years old 
2- Adam Haroun, 44 years old 
3- Abaker Ali Hussein, 36 years old 
4- Mustafa Mohammed, 52 years old  

 
- On 10th of December 2016, a group of Janjaweed militias on camels back fire 

at commercial vehicle in Tamar , 1 KM from Al hamidiyya IDPs camp in 
Zalingei of central Darfur, the bandits injured one passenger during the attack 
his name is :- 
 
1- Abdella Musa, 27 years old 

 
- On 11th of December 2016, two minors were killed, while another sustained a 

light injury when unexploded ordnance (UXO) was detonared , Jebel Marra 
area is infested with unexploded ordnances since Khartoum initiated its heavy 
bombardments and aggression in mid January 2016, the names of the victims 
are :- 
 
1- Ayman Ibrahim, 12 years old 
2- Babikir Juma Hamid, 10 years old 
3- Abdul hamid Yusuf Adam, 14 years old (injured) 

 
- On 11th of December 2016,a large group of Khartoum’s paratroops Janjaweed 

militias kidnapped an elderly man in Fanga of east Jebel Marra, the 
aggressors stormed the village, densely fired on the air before they took  the 
victim, his name is :- 
 
1- Mohamed Adam 76 years old  
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- On 12th of December 2016, a group of armed Janjaweed militiamen killed 
three displaced people and injured four others, near Foreika IDPs camp of 
Gireida twon of South Darfur state, the bandits who came on camels back 
attempted to steal livestock from the IDPs, when they resisted they were shot, 
the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- Aldai Shigaf(killed) 
2- Hassan Aldai Shigaf (killed) 
3- Bakhit Adam(killed) 
4- Adam Haneen (injured) 
5- IShaq Abdul rahim (injured) 
6- El fadil Yagoub (injured) 
7- Dahiyya Adam (injured) 

 
- On 13th of December 2016, armed Rapid Support Forces (ESF) militiamen 

intercepted and hijacked a commercial vehicle in Tagala area between 
Joghana  and Gireida town of South Darfur state. 
 

- On 13th of December 2016, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and 
Security Services (NISS) arrested Human Rights  activist and a lawyer in 
Sennar in Eastern Sudan, when a group of women activists carried out a 
peaceful protest in front of Sennar hospital complaining the rocket increase in 
prices of basic consumer goods, the name of the detained activist is :- 

 
1- Islam Adam Omer 

 
- On 15th of December 2016, members of Khartoum’s National Intelligence and 

Security Services (NISS) detained student in Um dam Haj Ahmed in North 
Kordofan, the detainee student was transferred to El obeid the capital of 
North Kordofan, his name is:- 
 
1- Mohammed Hamid, 25 years old 

 
- On 16th of December 2016, a group of Janjaweed paratroops militiamen raped 

two minors near Dabanaira IDPs camp in Tawila locality of North Darfur, the 
incident took place when a group of women went out of the camp to collect 
firewood, then the militiamen chased them and they manage to seize the two 
school girls and raped them alternately, the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- S.B.A., 13 years old 
2- H.A.E, 11 years old 
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- Between 16th -18th of December 2016, elements of Sudan’s Security apparatus 

carried out massive arrests against activists and politicians in North Sudan 
especially in White Nile state, accusing them of inciting people to participate 
in the civil disobedience scheduled on 19th of December 2016, the names of 
some detainees are:- 
 
1- Dr Yahia Hassan Yahia 
2- El ebeid Shatir  
3- Ahmed Hassan Ahmed 
4- Hashim Beloul 
5- Niemat Adam  
6- Zaki Munzir 
7- Ayman Hamad Bakur 
8- Dr. Al zubier  Mohammed 
9- Said Abbas 
10- Mohammed Al teib Dafallah 
11- Taha Abu Tahir 
12- Ali Abu Mohammed 
13- Majdi Abdul Khyoum 
14- Amin Sinada 
15-  Mutaz Al amin 

 
- On 17th of December 2016, two Janjaweed militiamen riding a motorcycle shot 

dead a farmer in Sorbi area of Kabkabiyya locality in North Darfur, the 
deceased warned the attackers several times not to let their livestock graze 
inside his farm and then he was shot, his name is:- 
 
1- Obeidalla Atim Ibrahim, 54 years old  

 
- On 17th of December 2016, six Khartoum’s Rapid Support Forces(RSF) 

militias raped two displaced women  in Malgo area to the west of Nerteti in 
central Darfur, the victims went out of the camp to collect firewood when the 
perpetrators raped them alternately at gunpoint, their names are:- 
 
1- F.A.M, 36 years old 
2- R.A.O, 43  years old 

 
- On 18th of December 2016, Four Janjaweed militiamen on camels back shot 

dead a displaced woman in Sirba locality of West Darfur, when the bandits 
intercepted a group of women with some men en route to the camp from Sirba 
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market, they robbed everyone and when the woman resisted to give her 
money and her belongings she was shot dead, her name is :- 
 
1- Gisma Ranja, 40 years old 

 
- On 20th of December 2016, a resident from Mershing locality of South Darfur 

was shot dead by armed Janjaweed militiamen in uniform, the slain man was 
driving his lorry on his way to Shangil Tobaya area, when militiamen on 
motorcycle opened fire and killed him instantly, the robbers took money and 
personal effects from the victim his name is:- 
 
1- Ahmed Burooz, 39 years old 

 
- On 20th of December 2016, eight malnourished children have died due to 

famish and severe cold in Souni area of East Jebel Marra, the names of the 
perished children are:- 
 
1- Halima Abaker Saleh, 3 years old 
2- Um El naas Mohammed, 4 years old 
3- Abdul hafiz Adam Abaker, 2 years old 
4- Bilal Atim Ali, 1 year old 
5- Kaltoum Bakhit, 6 months old 
6- Issa Yahia, 3 years old 
7- Suleiman Yahia, 5 years old 
8- Sharif Abdul Mula, 2 months old 

 
- On 22ed of December 2016, a group of Janjaweed paramilitary troops  opened 

fire on IDPs from Sortony IDPs camp in North Darfur, the IDPs were on their 
way to the camp from their farms, when the militiamen fire at them injured  
three displaced persons, the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- Ahmed Mohammed Bilal, 36 years old 
2- Musa Harun, 38 years old  
3- Mohamed Adam Robi, 44 years old  

 
- On 22ed  of December 2016, Four armed Rapid Support Forces(RSF) 

militiamen shot dead a displaced child and a teacher near Mukjar IDPs camp 
in central Darfur, the attack took place when the bandits tried to rob a 
motorcycle from a displaced person, then he cried for help, people rushed to 
crime scene and in the ensuing fight with the perpetrators the victims were 
shot, their names are:- 
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1- Naheed Adam Abaker, 11 years old 
2- Yagoub Hussein Abaker, 38 years old ( a basic school teacher) 

 
- On 24th of December 2016, armed Janjaweed militiamen on horses and 

camels back surrounded the village of Bergi in Mukjar locality in central 
Darfur, they fired bullets that killed a resident and injured another , their 
names are:-  
  
1- Abaker Mohammed Adam, 42 years old 
2- Musa Adam (injured) 

  
- On 30th of December 2016, two masked Janjaweed militias riding motorbike 

shot dead an IDP from Kendebe IDPs camp in Sirba locality of west Darfur, 
the victim was riding motorbike when the militiamen intercepted and killed 
him on the spot , the name of the victim is:- 
 
1- Siddiq Fadul, 34 years old 

 
- On 1st of January 2017, Khartoum’s armed forces and its proxy Janjaweed and 

Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militias committed a massacre in Nerteti in 
central Darfur state, in which 8  innocent civilians were killed, 38 others 
injured and nine detained, while sizable numbers of IDPs and residents went 
missing ,rape cases were also reported as well. Moreover, the marauding  
militiamen and forces created havoc in the town by pillaging shops, livestock 
and properties of civilians  in the houses, they ransack and shoot at any 
person come a cross, some of the names of the victims are:- 
 

- The names of  the slain civilians 
 

1- Teyseer Mohammed Adam Ishaq, 16 years old(killed) 
2- Faisal Mohamed Mohamed Adam, 25 years old(killed) 

 
- The names of the civilians who sustained injuries and maimed:- 

 
1- Jaafar Maki Arbab 
2- Mahieldin Osman,24 years old 
3- Khadeeja Adam Haroun, 30 years old 
4- Hawa Mohammed Adam, 20 years old 
5- Zahra Yahia Suleiman, 30 years old 
6- Noura Omer Abaker, 25 years old 
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7- Saadiya Ibrahim, 17 years old 
8- Fatima Omer Musa, 45 years old 
9- Aisha Yousif Abdul karim 
10- Khadeeja Saleh Hussein 
11- Hawaya Dudou, 40 years old 
12- Mubarak Adam, 30 years old 
13- Aamir Maki Al, 24 years old 
14- Mohammed Al hafiz Idriss, 24 years old 
15-  Mohammed Yousif, 18 years old 
16- Haroun Mohammed Yagoub, 25 years old 
17- Yasser Abuelgasim, 17 years old 
18-  Abdella Yagoub Abdul karim 
19-  Al teib Yahia Adam, 15 years old 
20- Seif eldin Zakaria, 45 years old 
21- Swar Mohammed Idriss, 45 years old 
22-  Elyas Yousif, 27 years old 
23-  Badreldin Haroun Al haj, 20  years old 
24- Abdul salam Abaker Haroun 
25-  Dr. Abubaker 
26- Jalal eldin Mohammed Atim, 62 years old 
27-  Feitat Adam Mohammed, 21 years old 
28- Abdul salam Adam Abaker, 19 years old 
29- Hawa Abaker, 31 years old 
30- Issa Mohammed, 18 years old 
31- Hannou Ishaq, 25 years old 
32-  Najmeldin Yousif, 65 years old 
33-  Sawsan Seifeldin, 25 years old 
34-  Bahr Osman Adlan, 30 years old 
35- Eisa Musa, 23 years old 
36-  Mohammed Ishaq Ahmed, 35 years old 
37-  Nasreldin Mohammed, 27 years old 

                   38-Mahmoud Abaker, 27 years old 

- The names of the civilians who were detained:- 
 
1- Abdul razig Mohammed, 20 years old 
2- Abdul khaliq Mohammed, 22 years old 
3- Fadul Abdalla Ishaq, 27 years old 

 
- The names of the raped women:- 
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1- B.D, 12 years old 
2- Z.H.M, 15 years old 
3- N.K, 31 years old 
4- S.A, 17 years old 
5- F.A.R, 40 years old 

 
- On 1st of January 2017, Three residents were injured in Zalingei the capital of 

central Darfur state, when Khartoum’s regular forces and its paratroops 
militias heavily fired on the air celebrating the new year Eve, the names of the 
victims are:- 
 
1- Abdul shakour Ahmed Abdul shakour( mortally injured) 
2- Mariam Ibrahim Ishaq 
3- Mohammed Ali 

 
- On 3th of January 2017, Four armed Janjaweed militiamen on camels back 

injured two residents between Fanga and Dolo village in East Jebel Marra , 
the two victims were on their way back from Fanga , when the aggressors shot 
them after they robbed money and commodities from them, their names are:- 
 
1- Hamid Ibrahim, 35 years old 
2- Haroun Yousif, 45 years old  

 
- On 4th of January 2017, a group of armed Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias 

shot dead a farmer near Garsila in central Darfur state, the deceased was 
cultivating his farm when the militias shot him, his name is:- 
 
1- Ibrahim El sanjak 

 
- On 4th of January 2017, members of Khartoum’s paratroops Janjaweed 

militias killed an IDP and injured three others from Gireida IDPs camp of 
South Darfur, the IDPs were fishing in a nearby lake when they were attacked, 
their names are :- 
 
1- Abdella Yousif( killed) 
2- Al safi Zakaria( injured) 
3- Omer Abdul rahim(injured) 
4- Musa Abdalla Ali( deadly injured) 

 
- On 5th of January 2017, Khartoum’s armed forces and its paratroops 

Janjaweed militiamen using its heavy and light war machinery committed 
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carnage in Al jabal district, block 6 of  Al Gineina the capital of Western 
Darfur state in which twelve civilians were killed and thirteen others injured, 
the perpetrators also raped some women during the massacre, the following 
are the names of the victims  :- 
 

-  Some of the names of civilians who were killed 
 

1- Abdalla Ali nickname “ Bambino”, 34 years old 
2- Malik Abdul rahman Khamis, 32 years old 
3- Yagoub Abdul rahman, 25 years old 
4- Abdul basit Abdul rahman, 18 years old 
5- Mohammed Ibrahim nickname “Rajimat” 
6- Khamis Abaker Arbab, 38 years old 

 
- The civilians who were injured during the massacre 

 
1- Isahq Yahya Ali 
2- Abdella Jango 
3- Mohammed Adam Omer 
4- Siyama Bashaar 
5- Dr. Zakaria 
6- Mohammed Ibrahim 
7- Al sadiq Ali Abdalla 
8- Mohammed Abdulrahman 
9- Adam Suleiman Abaker 
10- Ishaq Khamis 
11- Musa Abdella 
12- Haroun Omer 
13- Eisam Eisa Juma 

 
- The names of the women who were raped 

 
1- H.A.A 
2- N.A.H 
3- M.Y.A 
4- H.M.Y 
5- T.B.K 
6- A.A.K 
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- On 8th of January 2017, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security 
Services (NISS) detained in Khartoum airport a leading member of  the 
Sudanese Congress Party(SCP) his name is :- 
 
1- Abdul monim Omer Ibrahim 

 
- On 8th of January 2017, elements of Janjaweed paratroops militias riding 

camels kidnapped three displaced children from Sortony IDPs camp of 
Kabkabiyya locality in North Darfur, the abductees went out with peers to 
collect firewood when the militias chased and took them to unknown location, 
their names are:- 
 
1- Abdul azim Adam Hamid, 6 years old 
2- Abdul wahid Saleh Abdul mula 
3- Sirr Eldar Yagoub Alfaki, 9 years old  

 
- Between 9th – 13th of January 2017, 1Fourteen children died due to 

unprecedented wave of cold which struck villages of Sele, Dola and Dugo of 
Dirbat locality of East Jebel Marra, the names of children are:- 
 
1- Faisal Ali Hussein, 3 months old 
2- Murrtada Abaker Yusuf, 8 months old 
3- Nabila Abdalla, 1 year old 
4- Ahmed Osman Adam, 2 years old 
5- Muna Haroun, 7 months old 
6- Abdul Mula Haroun Idriss, 18 months old 
7- Sidda Abdul bari Yagoub, 4 years old 
8- Intisar Issa Khamis, 3 years old 
9- Tajeldin Ahmed, 1 year old 
10-  Halima Ibrahim Adam, 8 years old 
11- Mohsin Hassan Ibrahim, 1 year old 
12- Mariam Yousif Hamid, 7 years old 
13- Karameldin Saleh, 5 years old 
14-  Madina Abdul Ghaffar, 6 months old 

 
- On 12th of January 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militias  

opened fire on IDPs from Otash camp in which one IDP was killed while two 
others sustained bullets wounds, their names are:- 
 
1- Khalil Yahia Ali ( killed) 
2- Abdul Nasser Issa (injured) 
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3- Ahmed Ali, 51 years old ( seriously injured) 
 

- On 12th of January 2017, Khartoum’s paratroops Janjaweed militias opened 
fire on several school pupils in Kutum town of North Darfur, during which 
one pupil was injured and later died suffering from his injuries, his name is:- 
 
1- Babikir Abdul Aziz, 13 years old 

 
- On 13th of January 2017,  members of  Janjaweed militiamen stabbed to death 

a displaced woman from Kassab IDPs camp of North Darfur, the name of the 
victim is:- 
 
1- Arafa Mohamed  dam, 28 years old 

 
- On 14th of January 2017, two IDPs were killed while  another sustained critical 

bullet wounds, when five members of Janjaweed militiamen opened fire on a 
group of IDPs from Sortony IDPs  camp of North Darfur, the IDPs were en 
route to Rookiro market when the marauders attacked them, their names 
are:- 
 
1- Ismail Adam Mohammed, 38 years old ( killed) 
2- Babikir Yagoub,33 years old ( killed) 
3- Babikir Abdalla Mukhtar ( critically injured) 

   
- On 14th of January 2017,a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militias 

injured three  people in Saraf Saada to the South of Mukjar locality in central 
Darfur state, when the robbers came to steal cereals and crops from Qu’ran 
school (Khalwa), then they opened fire on a crowd of people, the names of the 
victims are:- 
 
1- Younis Osman, 43 years old 
2- Yousif Abdella, 25 years old 
3- Ahmed Bahreldin, 48 years old 

 
- On 15th of January 2017, members of Janjaweed militiamen on camels back 

injured four women, one of them sustained fatal injuries on her head, who are 
residents of  Tabit in Tawila locality of North Darfur, when a group of women 
went out to collect straw Kilometers away from the town, the criminals 
intercepted and severely beat them, the names of the victims are :- 
 
1- Fatim Yousif 
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2- Kaltouma Saleh 
3- Salma Ibrahim 
4- Aisha Abbas 

  
- On 15th of January 2017, Five members of Khartoum’s created Janjaweed 

militiamen mounting camels abducted two resident of Tirbowa village  
situated to the South of Dubbo El omda village in Tawila locality of North 
Darfur, the two abductees went out to collect firewood when the kidnappers 
took them to unknown destination at gun point, their names are:- 
 
1- Abdul Karim Mohammed 
2- Nasreldin Haroun 

 
- On 16th of January 2017, A boy was seriously injured when elements of 

Khartoum’s paratroops Janjaweed militiamen riding motorcycle sprayed 
bullets on a lorry en route to Kabkabiyya  town of North Darfur, the victim 
was taken to Kabkabiyya hospital for treatment his name is:- 
 
1- Abu elgasim Abdul Aziz Abaker, 17 years old 

 
- On 16th of January 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen 

driving land cruiser mounted with Doshka machine gun kidnapped an IDP 
from Sortony IDPs camp of Kabkabiyya locality in North Darfur, the 
kidnappers seized the IDP inside Kabkabiyya livestock market and took him 
to unknown location his name is:- 
 
1- Abdul Jabbar Abdul majid, 41 years old 

 
- On 16th of January 2017, Three residents from Tur town in central Darfur  

state were harshly beaten with rifle butts and sticks, the victims went out to 
collect firewood when offenders of  Janjaweed militias intercepted, insulted 
and beat them, the names of the victims are :- 
 
1- Fadul Ibrahim Mohammed, 43 years old ( seriously beaten) 
2- Mohammed Omar (injured) 
3- Hussein Adam Ibrahim (injured) 

 
- On 17th of January 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen 

kidnapped two secondary school students from Kutum Town of North Darfur, 
the kidnappers demanded a ransom money to release the kidnapped youth, 
their names are:- 
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1- Haytham Mohammed Khatir 
2- Mohammed Ahmed 

 
- On 20th of January 2017, three bandits of Khartoum’s paramilitary Janjaweed 

militiamen on camels back abducted a minor girl from Barakandi village of 
Dubbo Al omda in Eastern Jebel Marra, the girl was grazing livestock when 
the marauders took her a long with her cows her name is :- 
 
1- Shadia Haroun Ibrahim, 12 years old 

 
- On 24th of January 2017, Khartoum’s  National Intelligence and Security 

Services (NISS) arrested six Darfuri students at the University of Khartoum, 
the students carried out sit- in strike against the administration’s  decision to 
dismiss colleagues from Darfur at the University , members of security agents 
stormed the University and arrested the students their names are:- 
 
1- Aseel Jaadallah, faculty of agriculture 
2- Wail Faisal, faculty of veterinary medicine 
3- Manal Abdalla Ali, faculty of agriculture  
4- Mohammed Ahmed Ibrahim, faculty of forestry 
5- Mohammed Ahmed Nasser, faculty of forestry 
6- Adam Hassan, faculty of agriculture 

 
- On 24th of January 2017, a members of Sudan’s security apparatus, detained 

an IDP from Foreca camp of Gireida locality in South Darfur, the security 
agents came in driving two cars and arrested the displaced man, his name is:- 
 
1- Abdalla Zakaria, 38 years old 

 
- On 24th of January 2017,  a members of Janjaweed militiamen on camels back 

abducted an IDP from Kass IDPs camp, the kidnappers demanded a ransom 
money to release their victim his name is:- 
 
1- Adam Yagoub 

 
- On 25th of January 2017, Three Janjaweed militiamen seriously wounded  a 

resident of Tabit in North Darfur, the militiamen intercepted the victim 
among his peers when they went out to collect straw , and shot the victim who 
later died suffering from his bullet wounds, his name is:- 
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1- Jiddu Nourein Al tahir 
 

- On 26th of January 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen 
hijacked a commercial vehicle in shawa area between Nerteti and Zalingei in 
central Darfur, the militiamen forced the passengers out of the vehicle at gun 
point, beat them and took all their money and goods and fled with the vehicle.  
  

- On 27th of January 2017, Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security Services 
(NISS) driving ten vehicles detained five Darfuri Students in Um badda 
district of Omdurman and they were taken to unknown destination, the 
names of the detainees are:- 
 
1- Ismail Mursal from East Nile University 
2- Mansour Ahmed, nickname “ Amriki” from East Nile University 
3- Mohammed Ibrahim from East Nile University 
4- Mohamed Ismail from Al-ahlia University 
5- Mustafa Ismail from Omdurman Islamic University 

 
- On 28th of January 2017,Three members of Khartoum’s Janjaweed paratroops 

militias deadly injured an IDP woman from Fata Borno IDPs camp of Kutum 
locality in North Darfur, the woman was en route to the camp from farming 
when the perpetrators attacked her, her name is:- 
   
1- Fatima Ahmed Ibrahim, 39 years old 

 
- On 307h 0f January 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen 

in uniform driving motorbike and others on camels back, robbed a 
commercial lorry in Mulagat area of North Darfur, the bandits took money 
commercial goods and personal possessions of the passengers.  
 

- On 2ed of February Two Janjaweed herders raped a minor in Musku village in 
Manawashi locality of South Darfur, the victim was on her way to her village 
from Um direisya village when the militiamen caught and raped her 
alternately at gun point her name is:- 
 
1- S.O.H, 13 years old 

  
- On 4th of February 2017, Government forces murdered a woman inmate and 

critically injured another in Kabkabiyya women’s prison of North Darfur, 
when a group of women protested peacefully against Kabkabiyya prison 
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authorities’ decision to transfer them to Shala prison in El Fashir the capital 
of North Darfur, the name of the prisoners are:- 
 
1- Igbal Adam Fadul (killed) 
2- Munira Abaker Someit (deadly injured) 

 
- On 4th of February 2017, elements of Khartoum’s Janjaweed militias abducted 

two residents of Kutum in North Darfur, the abductees were in the main 
market when the militias kidnapped them to unidentified location, their 
names are:- 
 
1- Osman Haroun 
2- Ahmed Omer Ibrahim  

 
- On 5th of February 2017, a group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen 

driving a land cruiser killed a resident and badly injured another in Kutum 
town of North Darfur, the culprits attempted to rob the victims when they 
resisted they were attacked their names are:- 
 
1- Abdella Abdul karim (killed) 
2- Adam Saleh ( fatally injured)  

 
- On 7th of February 2017, a large group of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militias 

driving land cruisers and others riding motorcycles hijacked UNAMID vehicle 
in Kutum town of North Darfur state. 
 

- On 8th of February 2017,  three residents were killed from Tamara village to 
the East of Fanga town in East Jebel Marra, when a group of Janjaweed 
militiamen riding motorbikes and others mounting camels and on horses  
back a attacked villagers while grazing their livestock around the village, the 
bandits stole cows from their victims, the name of slain residents are:- 
 
1- Mustafa Hussein Harun, 34 years old 
2- Harun Adam Gamar eldin 
3- Abaker Yahia Eisa, 23 years old 

 
- On 9th of February 2017, Three members of Janjaweed militants abducted a 

driver between Kunjara and Tabit village of Tawila locality in North Darfur, 
the abducted driver was travelling with his family when the militias 
intercepted him and took him along with his family to undisclosed location, 
his name is:- 
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1- Mohammed Ahmed Abdalla 

  
- On 11th of February 2017, Two IDPs sustained serious bullet wounds from 

Kereink IDPs camp in El Gineina locality the capital of western Darfur state, 
when two armed Janjaweed militias robbed them at gun point, their names 
are:- 
 
1- Ishaq Adam 
2- El tjani Ibrahim 

 
- On 11th of February members of Rapid Support Forces (RSF) militiamen shot 

dead livestock trader a long Tawila- Tabra way, the slain man was transferring 
his livestock to Tawila market , when the robbers attacked him and made a 
way with his several heads of livestock his name is :- 
 
1- Haroun Ismail Khamis 

 
- On 13th of February elements of Janjaweed militiamen driving land cruiser 

with Doshka machine gun on top Kidnapped five resident of Hashaba  village 
located to the south east of Tabit in North Darfur state, the abductees went 
out to collect firewood when the Kidnappers intercepted and took them to 
unidentified destination at gun point, the kidnappers contacted relatives of 
their victims demanding ransom money, the name of the abductees are:-  
  
1- Ibrahim Musa 
2- Abdul razig Yousif 
3- Abdul razig Haroun, 37 years old 
4- Adam Harou,34 years old 
5- Abdella Kharif 

 
- On 13th of February 2017, Three armed Janjaweed militiamen stabbed to 

death  woman from Borbojat area located to the west of El Fashir the capital 
of North Darfur, when the perpetrators attempted to rape a group of women 
went out to collect firewood, the deceased woman who later died suffering 
from her wounds resisted then stabbed to death her name is:- 
 
1- Nafisa Suleiman Haroun, 38 years old 

 
- On 18th of February 2017, An IDP from Kalma IDPs camp of South Darfur was 

slain by three Janjaweed militiamen, when the paratroops militias ambushed 
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a group of IDPs who went out to collect firewood near the village of UM dom, 
the deceased tried to rescue in vain his wife from being raped by the attackers 
when he was killed his name is:- 
 
1- Jamal Abaker Ali, 38 years old  

 
- On 21st of February 2017, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security 

Services (NISS) detained school headmaster and medical assistant in Sirba 
IDPs camp of West Darfur, the security agents arrived in two vehicles and 
took the two detainees to unknown location their names are:- 
 
1- Nimeiri Adam nickname “ wadkika” 
2- Yahia Dablan Al teib 

 
- On 21st of February 2017, An IDP woman from Dileij IDPs camp of wadi Saleh 

locality in western Darfur was killed, when armed Janjaweed militiamen 
attempted to rob her small grocery kiosk situated near the camp, the name of 
the victim is:- 
 
1- Mariam Yousif Abdul karim, 45 years old  

 
- On 21st of February 2017,  members of Janjaweed militiamen fatally injured 

an IDP woman  from Garsila IDPs camp of Wadi Saleh locality in West Darfur 
, the victim was taken to Garsila hospital and then to Zalingei for further 
treatment her name is :- 
 
1- Mariam Abaker Ibrahim Saadelnour, 20 years old 

 
- On23th of February 2017, School teacher from  Fase area of  West Darfur was 

critically sustained various beating wounds on his head, stomach and on his 
limps, when a group of Janjaweed militias harshly beat him, the name of the 
injured teacher is:- 
 
1- Ibrahim Yagoub, nickname “Juldo” 

 
- On 25th of February 2017, agents of Sudanese security apparatus arrested two 

IDPs from Sirba IDPs camp of West Darfur, the detainees were taken from the 
town to security agents’ premises, without mentioning the reasons for the 
detention, their names are:- 
 
1- Adam Ibrahim Mohammed 
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2- Abdalla Mohammed Yahia  
 

- On 26th of February 2017, remnant of war exploded and killed a civilian in 
Fanga area of East Jebel Marra, the name of the victim is:-    
 
1- Ayoub Ibrahim Yousif, 45 years old 

 
- On 26th of February, 2017, three elders succumbed to death due to sever cold 

wave which struck the village of Talba in North Dirbat of East Jebel Marra, 
the names of the deceased are:- 
 
1- Hussein Adam Ibrahim, 73 years old 
2- Aisha Saleh Mohammed, 66 years old 
3- Al hadi yagoub Haroun, 85 years old 

 
- On 1st of March 2017, armed militiamen seriously injured a woman in Karge 

Al hamra are to the Southeast of Kutum in North Darfur, the bandits came to 
the house of the woman in order to steal and shot her, her name is:- 
 
1- Zeinab Mohammed Ahmed, 60 years old  

  
- On 3th of March 2017, a group of 9 Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militiamen 

raped 6 IDPs among them minors from Babanusa IDPs camp of Gireida 
locality in South Darfur, the rapees went out to collect firewood  Kilometers 
away from the camp when the culprits raped them at gun point the names of 
the victims are:- 
 
1- N.A.A, 14 years old 
2- A.S.H, 13 years old 
3- T.S.H, 17 years old 
4- S.A, 22 years old 
5- K.K.K, 32 years old 
6- A.Y.M, 35 years old 

 
- On 3th of March 2017, agents of Sudanese security apparatus arrested two 

civilians in Roofatta located to the East of Fanga town in East Jebel Marra, the 
detainees were on their way to fanga when the security agents intercepted and 
arrested them, their names are:- 
 
1- El tahir Mohammed Ibrahim, 50 years old 
2- Abdul razig Yousif Hamid, 35 years old 
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- On 8th of March 2017, members of Janjaweed militiamen on camels back shot 

dead a resident of Fallujah village to the North of Malam in South Darfur 
before stealing a camel from the victims their names are:- 
 
1- Ayoub Hussein Yousif, 48 years old 
2- Adam Ayoub Hussen Yousif, 12 years old 

 
- On 13th of March2017, members of the Janjaweed paramilitary force on 

camels back injured four displaced women in Kabe area located  in the north 
of Nerteti in central Darfur, when a group of women went out to collect 
firewood, the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- Mariam Mahmoud, 38 years old 
2- Khadija Haroun Mohammed, 31 years old 
3- Hawa Abdul rahman, 21 years old 
4- Um Salama Omer, 24 years old 

 
- On 14th of March 2017, a minor from Zamzam IDPs camp of North Darfur 

committed a suicide after he was traumatized by the sudden loss of his 
parents when they were killed by Janjaweed militias,  there are thousands of 
traumatized children in all Darfur IDPs camps whom are in dire need of 
trauma counseling, the name of the minor who committed suicide is:- 
 
1- Abdalla Adam, 11 years old   

 
- On 17th of March 2017, members of Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security 

Services (NISS) arrested student at Port Sudan University  in Eastern Sudan, 
the student who was taken to undisclosed location was in the University 
Campus when security agents detained him his name is:- 
 
1- Ahmed Bush, nickname “ zirryab” 

 
- On 19th of March 2017, agents of Sudanese security apparatus arrested an IDP  

from the North IDPs camp of  Nerteti in central Darfur, the detainee was 
intercepted in the market of the town and taken to unknown location, his 
name is:- 
 
1- Yousif Adam Adam Abdul shafi 
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- On 22ed of March 207, agents of Sudan’s National Intelligence and security 
Services (NISS) arrested 25  Darfuri  students in Wad Madani the capital of Al 
Gezira state in a blatant targeting to Darfuri  students at the Sudanese 
Universities, the names of  the arrested students are:- 
 
1- Abdella Ahmed Shouka 
2- Mohammed Abdela Nasser 
3- Mahmoud Mohammed Ahmed 
4- Ali El sharif 
5- Khalid Hussein 
6- Maisara Abdella 
7- Abdul malik Mohammed 
8- Mohamed Abdul jalil Abdul Bahir 
9- Abdul Mahmoud Ahmed Adam 
10-  Abu ubaidah El tahir 
11- Sabir Bashir Khalil 
12- Abdalla Balla Yousif 
13- Issa Murad 
14- Nasreldin Hassan Jibriel 
15-  Mohammed Khamis 
16- Hubeira Abdalla 
17-  Ismail Mohammed 
18-  Abdul Fattah 
19-  Hamida Abdalla 
20- Anwar Osman Yousif 
21-  Aziza Haroun Musa 
22-   Abubaker  

 
- On 23th of March 2017,  unidentified armed gunmen kidnapped a trader in El 

Fashir the capital of North Darfur state, the abducted civilian was sitting in 
front of his house when the armed men took hold of him to unknown 
destination, it became a norm for government paratroops militias to abduct a 
trader in order to get ransom money, the name of the victim is :- 
 
1- Ibrahim Abdalla Osman, 41 years old 

 
- On 27th of March 2017, Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security Services 

(NISS) arrested students from Al ziem AL azhari University in Omdurman, 
the students who were detained are:- 
 
1- Muawia Ahmed Mohammed, fourth level Faculty of Agriculture 
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2-  Adam Ahmed Jibriel, fourth level Faculty of Education  
3- Al tahir  Abubaker, third level Faculty of Education  
4- Mohamed Musa, Faculty of Education 
5- Nabila Siddiq,third level Faculty of Agriculture  
6- Rufida, third level Faculty of Economics 
7- Fatima Omer,third level Faculty of Agriculture 
8- Amina Mohamed Sharafeldin 
9- Abeir El doum 
10-  Musa Abaker 
11- Abdul rahman Kakoum 
12-  Munir Hamad Al toum 

 
- On 28th of March 2017, Khartoum’s rapid Support Forces (RSF) militias shot 

dead farmer from Dulo area located to the North of Fanga town of East Jebel 
Marra, the militiamen robed personal effects and a donkey from their victim 
is name is:- 
 
1- Abdul majeed Yousif Haroun, 45 years old 

 
- On 28th of March 2017, a group of Janjaweed militias wearing military 

uniforms killed two passengers and deadly injured two others , the passengers 
were travelling to Al Saref Bani Hussein in North Darfur when the militiamen 
opened fire at them, the names of the victims are:- 
 
1- Mohammed Fadul ( killed) 
2- Yousif Idriss (killed) 
3- Issa Ibrahim Musa ( badly injured) 
4- Yahia Ibrahim Haroun ( seriously injured)   

 
- On 29th of March 2017, government forces and its Janjaweed paratroops 

militiamen on camels and horses back committed massacre in toowe shalal 
water wells Southwest of Fanga in East Jebel Marra, when a group of people 
took their cattle to the source of water, during the carnage eight civilians were 
killed and 12 others injured among them children. the attackers also abducted 
9 civilians and looted more than 500 heads of livestock, the names of  some of 
the victims are :-  
 
1- Swar Aldahab Abdella Saleh  nickname”Daab” 27 years old(killed) 
2- Adam Idriss, 45 years old (killed) 
3- Abaker Ahmed, 32 years old (killed) 
4- Mohamed Ahmed Abdul gadir (killed) 
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5- Musa Yousif Imam nickname “ wudo” (killed) 
6- Farah Siddiq Nourallah, 20 year old (killed) 
7- Sameer Mohamed Musa (killed) 
8- Ramadan Mohammed, 25 years old (killed) 
9- Ismail Dambasa (injured) 
10-  Haytham Hindi Abdul Majid, 13 years old (injured) 
11- Omad Tabis (abducted) 

 
- On 29th of March 2017, members of Rapid Support Forces(RSF) militiamen 

on camels back attacked farmers from Tur village in South Darfur in which 
two civilians were injured, the attackers robbed donkeys from their victims, 
their names are:- 
 
1- Abdul aziz Adam Abdul latif, 27 years old 
2- Adam Musa, 38 years old 

 
- On 2ed of April, 2017, two Janjaweed paratroops forces seriously injured a 

farmer from Shawa village 2 Kilometers to the East of Zalingei town the 
capital of central Darfur state, the farmer was watering his vegetables garden 
when the culprits attacked him, he was transferred to Zalingei hospital for 
treatment him his name is:- 
 
1- Siddiq Mohammed Nour, 60 years old     

 
- On 2ed of April 2017, the accountability committee at Al-Gezira University 

chaired by Dr. Ahmed Alzain Ahmed Hamid had summoned ten  Darfuri 
students, the students were threatened  to obtain  forced confession that they 
participated  in a sit –in which took place at the University between 26th - 27th 
of March in a  protest against the University administration’s refusal to 
exempt Darfuri students from tuition fees which stipulated in Darfur Peace 
Agreement, the names of the students are:- 
 
1- Mus’ab Alteib Musa Abdul rahman, Faculty of Basic Education 
2- Musa Ahmed Musa Adam, Faculty of  Sharia 
3- Mohamed Zakaria Haroun Abdul rahman, Faculty of Sharia 
4- Husham Idriss Ishaq Abaker, Faculty of Basic Education 
5- Yagoub Adam Abdella, Faculty of Basic Education 
6- Ali Ahmed Idriss Hassan, Faculty of General Education 
7- Adam Saadeldin Badri Abdul hamid, Faculty of Education 
8- Mudather Ibrahim Mohamed Abaker, Faculty of Education  
9- Hassan Abdalla, Faculty of Economics 
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10- Jamal Ibrahim Idriss, Faculty of General Education  
- On 2ed of April 2017, elements of Sudan’s National Intelligence and Security 

Services (NISS) arrested 4 Darfuri students from Bahri University, the 
students organized a political sermon at Al-kadro complex before they were 
detained by the security agents and taken to undisclosed location, their names 
are:- 
 
1- Fadl Al mula Musa Fadl Al mula 
2- Mohamed Anwar El sadat 
3- Omer Mohamed El  Ghali Al haj 
4-  Mohamed Osman Abdul Majid 

      

Finally ;when the government of Khartoum and it Janjaweed, Rapid Support Forces 
(RSF) and other proxy militias put all their efforts to finish their last face of genocide 
and ethnic cleansing in Darfur by using classes of chemical weapons and toxic gases in 
Jebel Marra in mid January 2016; as a result thousands of unarmed civilians were killed 
and maimed, more than 700,000 innocent civilians internally displaced, more than 742 
villages in and around Jebel Marra totally burned to ashes, hundreds of women 
including minors were raped and abducted  and more than 9oo,000 people took refuge 
in top hills and inside the caves of Jebel Marra lacking food, medicine and shelter. 
Today; as hundreds of civilians already died we have thousands survivors of chemical 
weapons attacks facing certain death, due to a wide variety of ailments, these include 
bloody miscarriages and vomiting, skin falling off from the victims, total loss of vision, 
bad smell of breath, changes to the color and smell of urine and stool, wounds and 
rashes that doesn’t disappear and heal to some of the victims. 

The Civil Administration of Sudan Liberation Movement in its series of fact-finding 
reports continued to provide firsthand information regarding the use of chemical 
weapons by Khartoum in Jebel Marra. Moreover; Amnesty International conducted an 
investigation and found overwhelming evidence that strongly suggests Sudanese 
government forces employed chemical weapons during their attacks in Jebel Marra. Yet; 
various nations including the U.S, France, Great Britain and Canada signaled their 
concern, but a plan mooted to have the four countries push together for an investigation 
evidently failed. In fact, none of these countries has taken formal steps to press for an 
investigation.  

If chemical warfare implemented against unarmed civilians fails to provoke an 
investigation and accountability by the world’s leading democracies, what hope is there 
for the people of Darfur to obtain justice, restore their rights, secure freedoms and see 
an end to the unfolding genocide? After all, why the chemical weapons convention 
exists? Inaction by the International Community not only encourages the government of 
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Sudan to violate the convention with impunity but also, calls into questioning the 
credibility of the treaty itself. Accordingly; the  Civil Administration of Sudan Liberation 
Movement appeal the UN Security Council(UNSC), the EU, the troika countries and 
individual nation states including the United States,  France, Great Britain, Germany, 
Australia and New Zealand, etc , to do as a matter of urgency the followings:- 

 

1- Urge the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) to 
investigate the use of chemical weapons in Jebel Marra. 

2- Establish a commission to oversee dismantling of Sudan’s government chemical 
weapons stocks 

3- Provide healthcare for those who have been fatally affected as a result of the use 
of chemical weapons in Jebel Marra 

4- Put pressure on Khartoum to lift the humanitarian blockage and embargo  
imposed by the regime on humanitarian supplies and unconditionally allow  
return of Humanitarian  Aid Organizations expelled in 2009, used to provide life-
saving necessitates to millions of war-affected population in Darfur, Nuba 
Mountain, Blue Nile state and North Sudan. 

5- Establish a no-fly zone over Darfur 
6-  We call on the United Nation Security Council (UNSC) to implement its existing 

resolutions pertaining to the situation in Darfur and Sudan. 
 
 

Issued on 3th of April 2017 by the Civil Administration of Sudan Liberation 
Movement – the liberated areas, Jebel Marra Sector.      

 


